WANTED: CREATIVE ANALYSTS TO SOLVE IMPORTANT PROBLEMS

Are you specially qualified to solve problems of national importance? Our expanding activities offer several immediate opportunities for experienced professionals. We now have openings on our newly formed New York City-area staff, as well as in our Washington DC-area and Santa Barbara facilities.

Essentially, ours is a business of problem solving in a full range of disciplines—from the physical sciences to the social sciences, from missile defense to urban development. Thus, we diligently maintain the best climate possible for uninhibited creative thought and unrestrained professional growth.

Our most pressing needs are outlined below. To qualify, you should have a thorough academic background plus one to ten years of outstanding performance in your specialty. We also have a few openings for recent graduates with strong academic records at all degree levels.

Computer Simulation
Computer Programming and Analysis

Real Time Software Systems

Resource Allocation
Systems Analysis
Computer Modeling of Physical Systems

Command and Control
Data Processing Systems,
Computer Systems Design —
Hardware and Software

Radar Systems Analysis

Interceptor Design
Flight Mechanics
Missile Guidance and Control

We're a seven-year-old public company with an international reputation and solid plans for future growth. If you're interested, we'll welcome your resume. In return, we'll send you ours—a brochure that tells you about us and the unique opportunities we offer outstanding people.

Write in confidence to Dr. Earl D. Crisler, Vice President, General Research Corporation, 1501 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Virginia 22209.

Or, on the West Coast, write to Mr. Harold C. Beveridge, Vice President, at our Santa Barbara headquarters.
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